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a b s t r a c t

There exist essential requirements for providing service differentiation in the next-gener-
ation networks. In this paper, AMSR (Agent-based Multi-Service Routing) is proposed and
evaluated for Polar-orbit LEO broadband satellite networks. AMSR forwards best-effort
traffic in a distribute manner using three factors: unfair traffic distribution, link utilization
level and constellation geometry characteristics. Meanwhile, AMSR employs an on-
demand source routing method, called agent-based inter-satellite link QoS routing (AIQR),
to implement QoS routing in space. In AIQR, agent migrates based on best-effort forward-
ing to gather QoS routing information, and determines QoS path considering both call dura-
tion and the periodic changes in network topology. Moreover, with protecting ongoing
communication in mind, a gradual rerouting strategy is introduced to deal with user-
to-satellite and satellite-to-satellite handover. Through simulations on an Iridium-like
system, AMSR is shown to achieve better QoS guarantee and more effective service differ-
entiation as well as lower overhead compared with the previously proposed methods.
Especially, simulation results thoroughly reveal AMSR’s handover performance in terms
of latency and hop count, rerouting frequency and overhead. Additionally, the credits
and further research of this study are pointed out.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The next generation of the wireless communications is
particularly important for providing the broadband global
information services and mobile e-applications (m-appli-
cations) in support of anytime, anywhere, and any required
quality of service (QoS) capabilities in a low-cost way [1,2].
As an ideal component for the next-generation Internet,
LEO broadband satellite networks will be called to support
a bunch of applications in the future. Similar to traditional

Internet, the applications undergone in next generation
network can be roughly categorized into three types: de-
lay-sensitive, bandwidth-sensitive and no specific QoS
constraints. This highlights a need for providing service
differentiation in the future network. In the context of
multi-service, different data packets might have different
importance. For packets belonging to urgent mission, the
network should make more effort to deliver them. In addi-
tion, due to the possibility of offering a solution for broad-
band access to geographically dispersed mass users,
satellite networks are expected to be an essential compo-
nent of the next-generation network. They can provide ser-
vice for all kinds of users located in various areas,
especially rural, remote, and difficult for access regions
on the earth’s surface.
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So far, the numerous routing schemes have been pro-
posed for satellite networks [3,4]. However, most of these
existing routing schemes provide either best-effort [5–9]
or single traffic class optimization, such as, end-to-end de-
lay, packet loss ratio and hop count [10–13]. To play its due
role in the future, the broadband satellite communication
systems must have the ability to provide differential ser-
vice. In this context, it is imperative for the future broad-
band satellite systems to optimize resource usage and
satisfy diverse performance requirements by taking into
account different traffic class parameters and network
dynamics. According to the orbit altitude, there are low
earth orbit (LEO), medium earth orbit (MEO) and geosta-
tionary earth orbit (GEO) satellite networks. LEO satellite
network shows lower communication delay and transmis-
sion loss when compared to MEO/GEO satellite networks.
Moreover, LEO systems increase the potential frequency
reuse by dividing the satellite footprint into cells, each
one corresponding to a specific beam of the satellite anten-
na radiation pattern. Thus, service differentiation in LEO
satellite networks is an interesting research area. Because
of its deployment feasibility, the multi-service routing in
Polar-orbit LEO satellite systems has become more
appealing.

In the Polar-orbit LEO satellite systems, the satellites’
continuous movement causes the frequent change in the
servicing area of a corresponding satellite on the earth.
Such change will result in a user-to-satellite handover
event. On the other hand, due to the satellite mobility, in-
tra-plane ISLs (Inter Satellite Links) are permanently main-
tained, whereas inter-plane ISLs must be broken at the
higher latitudes of each orbit due to adverse pointing and
tracking conditions as the planes cross and are reestab-
lished as the satellites move to lower latitudes. Thus, a sa-
tellite-to-satellite handover occurs. As a result, it is a
daunting challenge to implement dynamic routing for mul-
ti-service in this kind of constellations. In the past decades,
several routing schemes proposed looks to cope with mul-
ti-class traffic. According to the implementation mecha-
nism, they can be classified into three categories:
minimum cost-oriented periodic routing [14–21], constel-
lation geometry-aided distributed routing [22,23] and
on-demand routing scheme [24,26,27]. For most of the
proposed multi-service routing schemes, there exists a
common characteristic in providing service differentiation
by introducing new routing metric. However, minimum
cost-oriented periodic routing schemes frequently imple-
ment complex route updating over entire network, which
results in invalid route and entails extremely huge signal-
ing and computation overhead. And, constellation geome-
try-aided distributed routing schemes may be
appropriate only for best-effort traffic. Finally, existing
on-demand routing schemes fail to deal with link hand-
over which greatly degrades the routing performance.

Due to the constrained resources onboard, it becomes
evident that the designers of this kind of networks will call
for routing schemes that would be able to meet the differ-
ent requirements of performance while keeping complex-
ity and signaling overhead to a minimum at the same
time [15]. Additional concern is that the higher system
capacity is one essential ingredient in the future satellite

network, however, these studies in [14–24,26,27] target
the narrowband satellite network. As a remedy, this paper
proposes AMSR, an Agent-Based Multi-Service Routing
explicitly designed for Polar-orbit LEO broadband satellite
networks. While providing better service differentiation
as well as low overhead is the primary goal in our design,
AMSR achieves good performance with five important fac-
tors in mind: unfair traffic distribution, link utilization le-
vel, constellation geometry characteristics, call duration
and the periodic changes in network topology. The former
three factors are used to forward best-effort traffic. All the
factors work together to implement QoS routing. These
considerations have heightened interest in the possibility
of providing efficient multi-service routing. The combina-
tion of five factors to provide differentiated service routing
is an innovation introduced.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives the previous work on differentiated service
and introduces the motivation of this study. Section 3 de-
scribes system model. Next, two key parts of the proposed
routing scheme are elaborated, best-effort forwarding
strategy in Section 4 and agent-based ISL QoS routing in
Section 5, respectively. Section 6 gives the performance
evaluation. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions and pre-
sents areas of future work.

2. Related work and motivation

Over the past decades, some traffic class dependent
routing protocols have been proposed for narrowband sa-
tellite networks, and focus on supporting different levels
of services. They can be classified into three categories
according to their implementation mechanism. In this sec-
tion, we present the literatures on multi-service routing
and discuss recent schemes. We summarize them and ex-
plain the motivation of this study at the end of this section.

2.1. Minimum cost-oriented periodic routing

Early studies had mainly focused on minimum cost-ori-
ented periodic routing. To provide service differentiation,
TCDR [14,15] employs the periodic scheme for path calcu-
lation based on the Dijkstra algorithm along with a link-
cost metric that consists of the sum of the propagation
and queuing delays for both delay-sensitive and best-effort
traffic, while for bandwidth-sensitive traffic the normal-
ized residual bandwidth of the link is considered as the
link-cost metric and the Bellman–Ford shortest path algo-
rithm is adopted to compute paths that offer the maximum
residual bandwidth within a minimum hop count. To en-
hance its ability of differentiated service, three separate
FIFO queues are implemented for each outgoing link, one
for each traffic class. With a queue scheduling policy, dif-
ferent priorities are allocated to the three traffic classes,
respectively. However, inter-plane ISLs at higher latitudes
becomes heavily loaded in the canonical TCDR [14,15]
due to the shorter distance between inter-plane satellites.
To cope with this issue, two different strategies are pro-
posed. Mohorcic et al. [16] attempt to control the relative
cost of heavily loaded links with respect to lightly loaded
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